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DRILLS 
 

 
Blocks facilitation drill 1 

One officer in stance and remains stationary  

Subject has arms outstretched. Subject tries to touch officer in shoulder or hip area.  

Note: This exaggerated attack forms muscle memory for the officer. This drill allows officers to practice good technique. Officer 
should focus their attention to centre of subjects body mass to widen view. Speed can be adjusted and multiple hits to same area can 
be achieved. 

 

Drill 2   

15 second facilitation exercise  

One officer in stance and can move as drill is being performed 

Subject naturally tries to touch shoulder or hip area on officer. 

Officer uses blocks to stop subject touching area. 

After 15 seconds stop exercise and swap roles. 

Note: Watch as students move about that they don’t collide with each other or trip on mats 
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Strike facilitation drills  

Officer has eyes closed  

Subject moves around officer and grabs hold of officer simulating an attack 

Officer should open their eyes and make a tactical decision on what strike they would use. No strike should make contact on subject. 
Reset and try this a few times before switching roles. 

 

 

Drill 2  

Officer has eyes closed  

Subject simulates grabs or attacks  

Officer opens eyes and reacts with what technique instinctively works. 

Note: officer has eyes closed so they do not follow subject and attack angles can vary. 

The drills should be controlled and done at a controlled speed to reduce the chance of injuries occurring. The officer 
should not make contact to ensure there is no injury to subjects. 
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Serious aggravated resistance  

Arm grab 15 second facilitation exercise 

Student should have knife in hand. 

Officer holds onto arm/wrist area as previously taught. 

On command subject uses resistance to make attempts to stab officer in body area or break free. 

Note: If officer loses control they will reset and continue drill. Resistance levels can vary depending on training partners  

 

 

Arm wrap 15 second facilitation exercise  

Student has knife in hand  

Officer holds onto arm as previously taught  

On command subject uses resistance to move officer and retrieve weapon 

Note: If officer loses control they will reset and continue drill. Resistance levels can vary depending on training partners  

 

 

 

Strike drills  

Officer has eyes closed  
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Subject moves around officer and grabs hold of officer simulating an attack 

Officer should open their eyes and make a tactical decision on what strike they would use. No strike should make contact on subject. 
Reset and try this a few times before switching roles. 

 

Drill 2  

Officer has eyes closed  

Subject simulates grabs or attacks  

Officer opens eyes and reacts with what technique instinctively works. 

Note: officer has eyes closed so they do not follow subject and attack angles can vary. 

 

  

    




